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Iain Galbraith has won The Poetry Society’s Popescu European Poetry Translation Prize 2015 for his translation of Jan Wagner’s collection Self-
Portrait with a Swarm of Bees, published by Arc Publications in 2015. The prize was judged this year by Olivia McCannon and Clare Pollard and
supported by the British Council.

Of the winning collection, the judges said:

“Galbraith converts every challenge (formal, lexical, metrical) into an opportunity, matching Wagner’s ingenuity and investment at every
step, having internalized the ‘primal syntax’ so completely that everything he writes hits the mark. The result is a perfect sufficiency: a set of
poems in English that somehow inhabit the same skin as the German, with their own autonomous heart and lungs.  

They appear in yet another wonderful bilingual edition from Arc’s Visible Poets Series, with an illuminating introduction by Galbraith that
reveals the living beauty and efficiency of his translation’s inner workings.”

Writing about the process of translation, Galbraith himself describes how “No word can afford to relax, except as enacted relaxation; each earns its
place by association alone, and the whole becomes more than its sum of tiny decisions.” 

The winner was chosen from a shortlist of six collections by seven translators. The judges also commended a further five collections, reflecting a strong
and fascinating collection of eligible books translated from 19 languages. Judge Clare Pollard said:

“We really wanted to celebrate the number of major female poets who are now being translated into English. And it has been such an
astonishing two years for German poetry - at one point an all-German shortlist didn't look impossible! Ultimately though, we hope our
selection showcases some of the variety of translated poetry being published, and is also just a list of books we would thoroughly
recommend to any reader of poetry.”

A free pamphlet showcasing work from each book on the shortlist will be distributed in December 2015 as The Poetry Society aims to extend the
reach of these translations and inform more readers of the wide range of high quality poetry being translated and published in English.

Translation of German poet Jan Wagner’s Self-Portrait with 
a Swarm of Bees takes the £1,000 prize
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You can find out more about the shortlist, and the Popescu European Poetry Translation Prize, on our website. www.poetrysociety.org.uk/popescu

The winner
Iain Galbraith for Self-Portrait With A Swarm Of Bees by Jan Wagner, pub. by Arc Publications [from German]

The other shortlisted translators
David Constantine and Tom Kuhn for Love Poems by Bertolt Brecht, pub. by Liveright [from German]
Anne Stokes for Ice Roses - Selected Poems by Sarah Kirsch, pub. by Carcanet [from German]
Ellen Doré Watson for The Mystical Rose by Adélia Prado, pub. by Bloodaxe [from Portuguese]
Susan Wicks for Talking Vrouz by Valérie Rouzeau, pub. by Arc Publications [from French]
Elzbieta Wojcik-Leese for Nothing More by Krystyna Miłobędzka pub. by Arc Publications [from Polish]

Commendations
Peter Daniels for Selected Poems of Vladislav Khodasevich by Vladislav Khodasevich, pub. by Angel Classics [from Russian]
Michael Hofmann for Impromptus by Gottfried Benn, pub. by Faber & Faber [from German]
Karen Leeder and David Constantine for Rubble Flora: Selected Poems by Volker Braun, pub. by Seagull Books [from German]
David McDuff for One Evening in October I Rowed Out on the Lake by Tua Forsström, pub. by Bloodaxe Books [from Swedish]
David Paisey for Selected Poems and Prose by Gottfried Benn, pub. by Carcanet Press [from German]
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Notes to Editors

The Popescu European Poetry Translation Prize
The Popescu European Poetry Translation Prize is run by The Poetry Society.  It was originally named the European Poetry Translation Prize, and the
first winner of the prize, in 1983, was Tony Harrison for The Oresteia. The prize was relaunched in 2003, and renamed in honour of the Romanian
translator Corneliu M Popescu, who died in an earthquake in 1977, at the age of 19. The prize was supported from 2003-2011 by The Ratiu
Foundation, and is supported this year by the British Council.

Past winners of the Corneliu M Popescu Prize have been David Constantine for his translation of Lighter than Air by Hans Magnus Enzensberger in
2003; Adam Sorkin and Lidia Vianu for their translation of The Bridge by Marin Sorescu in 2005; Ilmar Lehtpere for his translation of The Drums of
Silence by Kristiina Ehin in 2007; Randall Couch for his translation of Madwomen by Gabriela Mistral in 2009; Judith Wilkinson for her translation
of Raptors by Toon Tellegen in 2011 and Alice Oswald for Memorial in 2013.

The Winner
Iain Galbraith's poems have appeared in The Poetry Review, PN Review, Edinburgh Review, Times Literary Supplement, Irish Pages, New Writing and
many other journals and books. He is the editor of five poetry anthologies and translates poetry, fiction and drama. A winner of the John Dryden
Translation Prize and the Stephen Spender Prize for Poetry Translation, his recent translated books include W.G. Sebald's poetry and John Burnside's
selected poems in German. He is an occasional lecturer, and in 2014-15 taught Poetics of Translation at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. He
was born and grew up in the west of Scotland and now lives in Wiesbaden, Germany. (Photo credit: Karen Leeder) 

Jan Wagner (b. 1971) is a German poet, essayist and translator of British and American poetry. He has published six volumes of poetry.

Arc Publications were founded in 1969 and are based in Todmorden, Lancashire. Arc publishes contemporary poetry from new and established 
writers from the UK and abroad, specialising in the work of international poets writing in English and the work of overseas poets in translation.
www.arcpublications.co.uk
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The Judges
Clare Pollard was born in Bolton in 1978 and lives in London. Her first collection of poetry, The Heavy-Petting Zoo was
written whilst she was still at school, and received an Eric Gregory Award. It was followed by Bedtime and Look, Clare! Look!,
which was made a set text on the WJEC A-level syllabus. Her fourth collection Changeling is a Poetry Book Society
Recommendation. Clare has co-translated Poems by Caasha Lul Mohamud Yusuf, and her new version of Ovid’s Heroines,
published by Bloodaxe, is currently touring as a one-woman show with Jaybird Live Literature. She blogs regularly about life as
a poet at www.clarepollard.com

Olivia McCannon’s poetry collection Exactly My Own Length (Carcanet/Oxford Poets, 2011) was shortlisted for the Seamus
Heaney Centre Prize and won the 2012 Fenton Aldeburgh First Collection Prize. She read French/German at the Queen's
College, Oxford, and lived for eight years in Belleville, Paris. Her translations include Balzac’s Old Man Goriot (Penguin
Classics, 2011), modern French poetry in Poetry of Place: Paris (Eland, 2014), and contemporary plays (by Swiss, Lebanese and
Cuban writers) for the Royal Court Theatre in London. She was commended in the 2014 Stephen Spender Prize, and her
translations of the Burmese poet Nge Nge appear in the summer 2015 issue of MPT.

The Poetry Society
The Poetry Society was founded in 1909 to promote a “more general recognition and appreciation of poetry”. Since then, it has grown into one of
Britain’s most dynamic arts organisations, representing British poetry both nationally and internationally. With innovative education and
commissioning programmes and a packed calendar of performances, readings and competitions, the Poetry Society champions poetry for all ages. It
publishes the magazine The Poetry Review, runs the National Poetry Competition, the Foyle Young Poets of the Year Award and the youth
performance poetry championship SLAMbassadors UK. The Poetry Society is an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation.
www.poetrysociety.org.uk

The British Council
The British Council is the UK’s international organisation for cultural relations. We work in more than 100 countries to create international
opportunities for the people of the United Kingdom and other countries, and build trust between them worldwide, connecting millions of people
with the UK through programmes and services in English language, the Arts, Education and Society. 

In our arts work we engage with writers, publishers, producers, translators and other sector professionals across literature, publishing and education.
We collaborate with our offices overseas to broker relationships with international writers and literature organisations. Our partners and platforms
include literature houses and festivals, book fairs, conferences, literature development agencies, schools and universities. Together we develop
innovative, high quality, long-term programmes and collaborations that provide opportunities for cultural exchange with the UK and offer creative
artists, participants and audiences around the world life-changing and life-enhancing experiences.


